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Structured Word Inquiry 

Developing literacy and critical thinking skills by 
making sense of English spelling 
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Inquiry as described by the PYP*  
The process initiated by the teacher or the learner which moves the 
learner from their current level of understanding to a new and deeper 
level of understanding. This can mean: 

*Primary Years Programme of the International Baccalaureate 

•  exploring, wondering and questioning "
•  experimenting and playing with possibilities "
•  researching and seeking information "
•  collecting data and reporting findings "
•  clarifying existing ideas and reappraising events "
•  deepening understanding through the application of a concept or rule "
•  making and testing theories "
•  making predictions and acting purposefully to see what happens "
•  elaborating on solutions to problems. "
It involves the synthesis, analysis and manipulation of knowledge… 
 
This process of inquiry viewed as an effective approach to the study 
other domains in school, can be applied to study of the English 
orthography system -- if teachers have accurate training and resources 
about how English spelling works. This is a premise of a “structured 
word inquiry” (Bowers & Kirby, 2010) approach to word study.  
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Test our systems for teaching spelling 
against the spelling system. 

All of these spellings are ordered, understandable spellings, however, typical teacher 
resources do not prepare teachers to explain questions like: Why does <helpful> use one 
<l>, but <full> two? Why do all the words with final <ed> indicated above have different 
pronunciations? Why isn’t <does> spelled <*duz>? If <stopper> has a double <pp> and 
<proper> a single <p>, why do they rhyme? Why is their a <t> in <bankruptcy>? 
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If the data of how words are spelled do not conform to our assumptions of 
how spelling works, and thus how we teach it, is it not our responsibility as 
educators and researchers to question those assumptions?  
 
Have we tested whether our instruction about spelling accurately represents 
the principles of spelling explained in liguistics? 
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Mean? 	

Built?	


Relatives?	

Pronunciation?	


We can’t use sound on its own to explain why <really> has two <ll>s but 
we can explain by asking questions about the meaning, structure, and 
pronunciation of this and related words.  
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Surface patterns can hide meaningful structural patterns...  
""
"un + help + ful + ness → unhelpfulness"
"                       do + es → does"
"               hop(p) + ing → hopping"
"                hope/ + ing  → hoping"
              busy/i + ness → business 

 
 
Typical instruction is built on “surface patterns” of words --
rules of thumb based on words as they appear on the page… 
without reference to the underlying, coherent meaning 
structure.   

Structural Patterns vs. Surface Patterns 
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Structural Patterns vs. Surface Patterns 
Surface patterns can hide meaningful structural patterns...  

""
 

"                       do     es" "does " "goes"
" " "    go"    ing" "doing" "going"
" " " "    ne" "done" "gone"

Typical instruction is built on “surface patterns” of words --
rules of thumb based on words as they appear on the page… 
without reference to the underlying, coherent meaning 
structure. 
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Surface patterns can hide meaningful structural patterns...  
""
"       put(t) + ing → putting 
                 putt + ing → putting 
                 proper → proper 
             stop(p) + er  → stopper 

 
 
 
“Exceptions” to CVC / CVVC; <i> before <e>; Two vowels go 
walking… are not evidence that English spelling is irregular. 
It is evidence we misunderstand the system we teach.  

Structural Patterns vs. Surface Patterns 

Index 

" "un + help + ful + ness → unhelpfulness"
" "                       do + es → does"
"             "  hop(p) + ing → hopping"
" "                hope/ + ing  → hoping"
               busy/i + ness → business ""
"                   put(t) + ing → putting 
                      putt + ing → putting 
                          proper → proper 
                       stop(p) + er  → stopper 

Explaining the meaning-based structure that lies beneath the surface 
patterns we see in the “finished word” is…  
1)  a necessary prerequisite for offering children an explicit      
     understanding of why words are spelled as they are;  
2)  sidelined in typical instruction. 
Caution!Morphology is a necessary, but by no means is it a sufficient 
element of instruction which makes sense of the written word.  

Structural Patterns vs. Surface Patterns 
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react 

reach ? 

How do we know how to read these words? 
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re + act  <ea> not a digraph 

reach   <ea> is a digraph 
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re + act  <ea> not a digraph 

reach   <ea> is a digraph 

Notice how the different structures offers cues for both 
meaning and pronunciation. 

 react = prefix + base   reach = base 
(<act> main meaning of the word) 

<c> is a grapheme 

<ch> is a digraph 

been  |bin|   or |bɪn| 

teen    |tin|  

Index 

(like <bean>) (like <bin>) 

Is there a meaning cue for the varied 
pronunciation of the similar letter strings? 

be+en uses no  <ee> digraph 

teen uses <ee> digraph 
 
Graphemes (digraphs and trigraphs) cannot cross 
morphemic boundaries.  

1.  English spelling: �

•  Ordered meaning-based system �

•  Suitable content for scientific inquiry�

2.  Scientific inquiry: Scientists seek the deepest structure that 
accounts for the greatest number of cases. �

•  Integration: Analysis of structure & meaning of words deepens 
understanding of any subject area.�

“Big Ideas” to guide Structured Word Inquiry 
 

“Big Ideas” to guide Structured Word Inquiry 
 

It’s not about spelling accuracy. 
  
It’s about learning to investigate 
the spelling system in order to 
develop a way of investigating the 
world of words and ideas.  
 

See video of Grade 7 student explaining understanding of world 
politics and morality with the help of his linguistic analysis of the 
word <dissident> at this link <
http://web.mac.com/peterbowers1/In_the_Classroom_Site_44/
Grades_4_%26_Up%21.html> 
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Meta-Analyses of Morphological Instruction 
Authors Findings  Journal 

Reed (2008) 
 
7 studies 

• Benefits overall  
• Especially less able 
(not statistical meta-analysis). 

Learning Disabilities 
Research & Practice 

Bowers, Kirby & 
Deacon (2010) 
22 studies 

• Benefits overall  
• Largest effect for less able 
• Effects for Pre-School to Gr. 2 > Gr. 3 -8 

Review of Educational 
Research 

Goodwin & Ahn 
(2010) 
17 studies 

• Significant effects for less able  
(studied children with learning disabilities) 

Annals of Dyslexia 

Carlisle (2010) 
16 studies 

Benefits overall even with youngest 
students. 

Reading Research 
Quarterly 

Integrative review 

Statistical analysis (analysis of effect sizes for outcomes across studies.) 
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Research Evidence 
Morphology → Vocabulary learning 

 

Bowers, P. N. & Kirby, J. R. (2010). Reading and Writing: 
An Interdisciplinary Journal, 23, 515–537.  

Morphological intervention Grade 4/5 students 
 
• Generative vocabulary gains for experimental 
group over controls. 
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1.  Catch kids with an interesting spelling question.   

2.  Present a set of words that make the relevant 
pattern more salient.  

3.  Help kids hypothesize a solution from carefully 
presented evidence.  

4.  Guide testing of students’ hypotheses and identify 
the precise pattern.  

5.  Practice the identified pattern with appropriate tools.  

Structured Word Inquiry:  
Integrating Content & Process 

Bowers, P. N. & Kirby, J. R. (2010). 
Index 

1.  Catch kids with an interesting spelling question.   

  

Structured Word Inquiry:  
Integrating Content & Process 

Bowers, P. N. & Kirby, J. R. (2010). 
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Why is there a <g> in "

<sign>?!

sign + al → signal	


<sign>	


Mean? 	

Built?	


Relatives?	

Pronunciation?	


A foundational principal of English spelling that is necessary to understand (and teach) in order to make sense 
of the spelling system:	

• Morphemes use consistent spelling representations to signal interrelations of meaning 
despite pronunciation shifts. Thus…	

We cannot understand the spelling of a base without considering the phonology of all of 
the words that base can build. 	

Also, letters can have meaning roles that have nothing to do with representing speech. The <g> in <sign> is 
not for representing pronunciation but for linking it to the meaning of its morphological relative <signal> and 
other words. (The etymological marker <g> in <sign> also distinguishes it from its homophone <sine>.)	

Consider the <w> in <two> which links it to words like <twice>, <twenty>, <between> etc.	

Such foundational principles must guide instruction if we are going to use words like <sign> and <does> to 
explain how the system works, and not misrepresent it as irregular. 	

See a video using <does> to teach these principles in an elementary class at this link:	

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghhJfUbIp70&list=UU_HuIiKoV5Nz3Sk1FO5KXsA&feature=plcp	
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Pronunciation?	
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Mean? 	

Built?	


Relatives?	

Pronunciation?	
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Mean? 	

Built?	


Relatives?	

Pronunciation?	


suffixes that cause a change: -ed, -er, -ing, -ure, -age, -es"
"
suffixes that do not cause a change: -ment -s!
!
Hypothesis: !
Vowel suffixes replace single, silent <e>s. !
"
"

Page 6 of handout 

a e i o u y"

                       "

Hypothesis: !
Vowel suffixes replace 
single, silent <e>s.!

The page above taken from Teaching How the Written Word Works (Bowers, 2009) is used 
to test this hypothesis. This is one of the activities taken from the Grade 4/5 intervention 
(Bowers & Kirby, 2010) that showed generative vocabulary learning. !

Index 

<s> /s/ 
/z/ <z> 

cat + s → cats        /kæts/  
dog+ s → dogs       /dɔgz/ 

Elementary 
classroom 

reference chart 

<s> grapheme for the 
<-s> suffix marks  
‘more than one’ 

whether it is pronounced.  

 /s/ or /z/. 
Children can investigate the basic principles of 

English orthography right from the start.  

Morphology from the start… 

Index 

Now what? 

  

Detectives from the start… 

Index 

Grade 1/2 class edit  
<-s> for /s/ 
<-s> for /z/ 
beaver+s  beavers  /z/ 
river+s  rivers  /z/   
stream+s  streams  /z/ 
group+s  groups  /s/ 
home+s  homes  /z/ 
pond+s  ponds  /z/ 

<s> is for <snake> and  
<z> is for <zoo>? 
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Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... Index 

Matrix from www.realspelling.com 

The matrix & 
word sums 

The matrix and word sum provide 
scientifically elegant tools for making 
explicit the underlying conventions by 
which their written language maps to 
their oral language.  
It facilitates gathering of members of a 
morphological family -- words that will 
have a connection in meaning and 
structure, but not necessarily sound.  
This is why matrices so frequently 
surprise us with interesting meaning 
connections between words. The 
discovery of the connection between 
<innate> and <nation> is not facilitated 
by instruction which focuses on 
pronunciation without reference to 
meaning structure.  
Teaching children how their writing 
system works is not a new idea... 
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Matrix from www.realspelling.com 

…[L]earning to read is learning how to use the 
conventional forms of printed language to obtain 
meaning from words…This view implies that the child 
learning how to read needs to learn how his or her 
writing system works [emphasis added]” (p. 34). 
 
 
 
Rayner, K., Foorman, B.R., Perfetti, C., Pesetsky, D., & Seidenberg, 
M.S. (2001). How psychological science informs the teaching of 
reading, American Psychological Society, 2, 31-74. 

The matrix & 
word sums 

Index 

<nate>  
/neɪtʃ/ nate/ + ure         → nature 

Matrix from www.realspelling.com 

/neɪt/  in + nate             → innate 

/neɪʃ/  nate/ + ion          → nation 

/nætʃ/  nate/ + ure/ + al → natural 

The matrix & 
word sums 

This matrix uses the bound base <nate>.  
It is a bound base because it never occurs as a 
word on it’s own.  
Note that this base does NOT have a  
particular pronunciation until it occurs in a specific 
word. Just in the word sums below we have 4 
pronunciations.  
For this reason, we can have teachers and 
students refer to morphemes not by their 
pronunciation, but by their spelling. This signals the 
fact that spelling, not pronunciation of morphemes 
is consistent.  
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Matrix from www.realspelling.com 

The matrix & 
word sums 

go + ing → going 
go + es → goes 
go + ne → gone 

do + ing → doing 
do + es → does 
do + ne → done 

do 
go 

ing 
es 
ne 

Is it accurate to tell children that <does> and <done> are 
“irregular” spellings that they are just going to have to 
memorize?  

Index 

“As soon as the children’s vocabulary permits, they 
could take up words like major-majority, history-historical-
historian, nature-natural, etc. to see how one and the 
same root [base or stem] changes its pronunciation as 
different endings are added to it. They might even 
profitably be introduced to the idea … that the root [base 
or stem] alone doesn’t really have a specific 
pronunciation until you know what ending goes with it.” 

Carol Chomsky, 1970, p 298 
Reading, Writing , and Phonology 

Harvard Educational Review, vol. 40 No. 2 

Spelling out, not naming morphemes is an 
implementation of an old idea...  
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In rereading Chomsky (1970), I realized that I had 
forgotten how detailed and thoughtful her suggestions 
were for ways that students might benefit from instruction 
in morphological awareness. I was further struck by how 
little has been done since 1970 to investigate the nature 
and value of instruction in morphological awareness. 
Now that research on instruction in morphological 
awareness is an area of considerable interest in many 
countries, the time has come to rectify this situation. 

Carlisle (2010)  
Effects of Instruction in Morphological Awareness on Literacy 

Achievement: An Integrative ReviewReading Research Quarterly • 
45(4) • pp. 464–487 

Chomsky’s suggestions getting recent attention... 
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Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... 

Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... 

Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... 
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Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... 

Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... 

Index 

Children can investigate the basic principles of 
English orthography right from the start... Index ...and into upper grades. 
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Index ...and into upper grades. Index ...and into upper grades. 

Index ...and into upper grades. Index ...and into upper grades. 

Index 

“The problem of education is to make 
the pupil see the woods by means of 
the trees”  !

 
Alfred North Whitehead, "

The Aims of Education (1929/1957, p. 6). "
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photography 
photographic 
photographically 

autograph 
autographed 
autographing 
autographs  
  

<biograph> 
biography 
biographies 
biographer 
biographers 
biographical 

graph 
graphic 
graphically 
graphics 
graphite  

photograph 
photographed 
photographer 
photographers 
photographic 
photographically 
photographing 
photographs 
photography  

choreograph 
choreographed 
choreographer 
choreographers 
choreographic 
choreography  

destruct 
destruction 
destructor 

destroy 
destroys 
destroying 
destroyer obstruct 

obstructed 
obstructing 
obstruction 

instruct 
instruction 
instructor 
instructed 

structure 
structured 
structures 
structural 
structurally 
unstructured 
restructure 
restructured 
restructures 
restructuring 

construct 
reconstruction 
deconstruct 

‘build’ 

paragraph 
paragraphs  

orthographic 
orthographically 
orthography  

Word Webs 

Twin Bases 

‘writing, mark’ 

<graph> 

<struct/stroy> 

‘writing, mark’ 
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Image of web in Henry’s (2003/2010) “Unlocking Literacy”  

Index 

Thank you! 
 

peterbowers1@mac.com 


